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Abstract

Various carbon based nanostructures (graphene, graphene-CNTs hybrid and three-dimensional (3D) carbon network) have been grown separately on low-temperature (600 °C) substrates by using a chemical vapor deposition system with a two-heating reactor. The two-heating reactor is utilized to offer sufficient, well-proportioned floating C atoms and provide a simple method for low-temperature deposition. Morphology and electrical properties of the carbon based nanostructures can be controlled by the substrate surfaces. A relatively flat surface is beneficial for the synthesis of graphene and surfaces with nanodots are required to directly grow graphene-carbon nanotube hybrids. A chemical vapor deposition mechanism dependent on the temperature gradient is proposed, suggesting that the transfer-free carbon nanostructures can be deposited on different substrates. These results open an easy way for direct and high-efficiency deposition of various carbon nanostructures on the low-temperature dielectric substrates.
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1. Introduction

Carbon nanostructures, including carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene are envisaged as key materials in postsilicon electronics. CNTs have been reported by numerous papers on the growth [1–6], properties [7–9], and applications [10–12]. Graphene has also been paid special
attention owing to its unique properties and potential applications in the areas of transparent electrodes [13], ultrasensitive sensors [14], field-effect transistors [15] as well as energy storage [16] and conversion [17]. In order to combine the advantages of graphene and CNTs, many attempts have recently been made to prepare graphene-CNT hybrid materials or other-types of 3D nanomaterials. Using a solid-phase layer-stacking approach, Li and co-workers assembled freestanding composite thin films of CNTs and graphene, which were used in highly transparent/conductive thin film applications [18]. Das et al reported controlled growth of a self-organized graphene-CNTs hybrid structure and a single-step transfer process on to a flexible substrate [19]. By the electrochemical exfoliation method, Seo et al fabricated CNTs/graphene nanosheet composites [20]. A graphene-CNT hybrid has also been obtained using one-step CVD growth on Si nanoparticle coated copper foil [21]. Recently, structures consisting of micro- and nanofabricated carbon based graphene or graphene-CNT hybrid networks have been introduced as effective structures for the applications of supercapacitor [22, 23], microfluidic [24], dielectrophoresis [25], and batteries [26, 27]. These systems allow for considerable increases in the contact area, thus enhancing the electrical properties or the filtration and capture efficiency of nanoparticles and chemical materials. Here, we offer a novel chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method for the low-temperature growth of graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids using a two-heating reactor and provide a broader and deeper insight, discussing in detail the substrate surface effects for the growth of carbon based nanostructures in this case.

2. Experimental method

The experiment was carried out in the quartz tube horizontally located in the furnace with a two-heating reactor. As depicted in figure 1, one 8 × 20 cm² strip of Cu foil was placed in the higher constant-temperature zone (∼1050 °C) and the dielectric substrates were spaced in the lower constant-temperature zone (600 °C). The furnace was heated and pumped to 1.0 × 10⁻⁶ Torr. The Cu foil surrounding the quartz tube was annealed at the growth temperature under flowing hydrogen (50 sccm) for 20 min to remove the remaining copper oxide. Subsequently, methane was added in a 2:1 methane-to-hydrogen ratio for 60 min growth. After growth, the furnace was cooled down to room temperature quickly by simply opening the furnace.

Following growth, the morphology of the sample was characterized with the use of a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss Gemini Ultra-55) and transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100F). Raman spectra were obtained with a Horiba HR800 Raman microscopy system (laser wavelength 473 nm and laser spot size about 0.5 mm). The transmittance of the sample was measured using a spectrophotometer (DONGGANG, UV-4501) where a bare quartz substrate was used as a reference. The resistance of the sample was measured by depositing the silver electrode on the surface. Other characterization methods include x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC ESCALAB 250).

3. Results and discussion

High-quality monolayer graphene can be grown on the polished SiO₂ substrate. The optical image of the sample (figure 2(a)) shows uniform color and no large wrinkles, which is distinctly different from that grown on Cu foils. To better illustrate the surface features of the sample,
SEM was conducted on the sample. Even under a high magnification, a uniform coverage is still appreciated (figure 2(b)). SAED patterns (inset of figure 2(b)) show the typical sixfold symmetry structure of graphene [28]. As can be seen, the inner peaks {1100} are more intense than the outer ones {2110}, which is regarded as the typical characteristic of monolayer graphene [29]. It should be stressed that after the CVD growth, the Cu element is not detected within the detectable resolution limit (figure 2(c)). This phenomenon can also be demonstrated by the optical image of the quartz tube used in this case (figure 3). As shown in the image, the evaporated Cu atoms are deposited on the region between the lower constant-temperature zone and the higher constant-temperature zone, closer to the later one. The Raman spectrum of the sample randomly collected is shown in figure 2(d). The spectrum reveals the presence of D, G, and 2D bands at ~1350, ~1582 and ~2700 cm⁻¹, respectively, which are the signatures of graphene. Typical features of monolayer graphene: a symmetric 2D band with a FWHM of 34 cm⁻¹ and the ratio of the band intensities of the 2D band to the G band (I₂D/I_G ~ 2.2) are also shown in figure 2(d). The low value of the ratio I_D/I_G ~ 0.15 indicates that the prepared

**Figure 1.** Schematic diagram of the growth of graphene and graphene-CNTs by CVD using a two-heating reactor.

**Figure 2.** (a)–(f) are, respectively, the optical image, SEM image (Inset: SAED patterns), XPS survey spectrum, Raman spectrum, transmittance spectrum and the I–V curve of the graphene film directly grown on the polished SiO₂ substrate.
graphene features a relatively low defect density. These Raman results confirm that high-quality monolayer graphene can be deposited using this method.

Figure 2(e) shows the transmission spectrum of graphene deposited on the polished SiO₂ substrate. As can be seen, the transmission of the graphene film holds the value ∼97% at the wavelength of 550 nm, which is similar to that of the monolayer graphene [30]. We also measured the sheet resistance (Rₛ) of the prepared graphene film (figure 2(f)) obtained at room temperature. The calculated average value of the Rₛ is ∼700 Ω □⁻¹. The excellent optical and electrical properties further demonstrate that high-quality graphene can be prepared using a two-heating reactor CVD system in a relatively low temperature.

We propose a mechanism for direct deposition of graphene on the lower-temperature substrates. To understand the mechanism of graphene growth by using such a revised CVD system, three zones with different temperatures are divided due to the temperature gradient: higher constant-temperature zone (1), gently declined temperature zone (2) and lower constant-temperature zone (3). Two constant-temperature zones (1 and 3) are obtained by the two-heating reactor, in which the temperature can be controlled independently. Figure 3 shows the optical image of the quartz tube used in this CVD route, calibration of the temperature profile along the quartz tube and schematic illustration of the graphene growth mechanism. There are several processes existing in each zone. At zone (1), thermal dissociation of methane, copper evaporation from the copper foil and deposition on the quartz tube exist. A higher temperature (∼1050 °C) is required in our experiment. As we know, thermal dissociation of methane is facile at a temperature above 1000 °C, especially where the Cu catalyst is presented. However, it is hard to proceed at a low temperature below 600 °C, even though the Cu catalyst is presented. The copper foil (or other metal catalyst) is useful in our research. As is well known, thermal dissociation of methane is described as [31] \( \text{CH}_4 = \text{C} + 2\text{H}_2 (\Delta H = 75.6 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}) \). The reaction lightly occurs at \( \geq 300 \) °C and becomes almost thorough at \( \geq 1300 \) °C. The dissociation of hydrocarbon is endothermic and enhanced when a metal catalyst is present. Three intermediates, namely, \( \text{CH}_3, \text{CH}_2, \) and \( \text{CH} \), in the reaction are formed in the dehydrogenation steps. All four dehydrogenation steps are endothermic, and the corresponding activation energy

Figure 3. The optical image of the quartz tube used in this CVD route, calibration of the temperature profile along the quartz tube and schematic illustration of graphene growth mechanism.
barriers are about 1.0–2.0 eV. Therefore, sufficient Cu atoms which cause the complete dehydrogenation of methane play a crucial role [32].

A small quantity of Cu atoms can be evaporated from the Cu foil surface by the higher temperature (1050 °C), which is close to the Cu melting point (1084 °C). Some of the evaporated Cu atoms will float with the gas flow, though most of them are deposited on the quartz tube surface, as shown in figure 3. Fortunately, different from the one-temperature CVD reactor, the temperature of zone (2) between the two constant-temperature zones (1 and 3) declines gently. This gently declined temperature can make the evaporated Cu atoms deposit on the region close to the higher constant-temperature zone (1). The carbon species may also deposit on this region, but most of them will float to the lower constant-temperature zone (3). Carbon black is even seen on the left region of the quartz tube. At the same time, the thermal dissociation of hydrocarbon is still processing, more and more carbon atoms can be formed and float to zone (3). At zone (3), the graphene growth process on the substrate surface is the most complicated one, involves the coalescence of the active species, their nucleation, and finally the formation of graphene. Many researchers have already studied many relevant elementary reactions, such as incorporation of atomic carbon [33] and the combination of CH groups [34]. In fact, carbon black was also observed at zone (3), which was introduced in the growth process. In our experiments, the polished SiO_2 substrates were located on the same region with the same tube and synthesis condition. Consequently, after several times, the carbon black formed on the location of the tube. In summary, the higher constant-temperature zone offers enough power for the dissociation of methane and the lower constant-temperature zone makes the decomposed carbon atoms deposit readily on the substrate. Meanwhile, the distinct form of the temperature variation effectively controls the regions where the evaporated Cu atoms and the decomposed carbon atoms deposit.

In our case, the graphene films are predominantly monolayer and the growth process is self-limited. This is probably as SiO_2 has a higher surface energy than after it is covered by graphene. Namely, the cohesion energy between SiO_2 and graphene is higher than that of graphene-to-graphene [35]. Therefore, after being covered by a layer of graphene, the carbon species become hard to nucleate on the graphene covered area due to the relatively weak cohesion energy, refusing to form the second layer [36]. But, one exception occurs at the defects where the dangling bonds give more opportunities for carbon adsorption to form the bilayer or multilayer graphene. Very few domain-like structures (darker color, in the red circle) can be detected in figure 2(a), in spite of them occupying only a small fraction of the whole region. If the ‘defects’ are big enough, most of the carbon atoms will be grown on these active catalytic sites. Wire-type nanostructures (such as carbon nanotubes) may be formed on such active catalytic sites. In our study, SiO_2 nanodots can be used as the active catalytic site for the synthesis of the CNTs. The graphene-CNTs hybrid is fabricated on the unpolished SiO_2 substrate with many SiO_2 nanodots. The other growth conditions (the location of the substrate, the growth temperature and the flow of the gases) are the same as that presented above.

As shown in figure 4(a), a large-area and the dense CNTs (average length is ∼2 μm) on top of the graphene film are obtained on the unpolished SiO_2 substrate. It is also possible to investigate the state of the graphene-CNT hybrids transferred to a small holey copper grid using TEM. Figure 4(b) shows an image of coexisted graphene and CNTs, which is well consistent with the SEM result. As seen in the high-resolution TEM image of the hybrid (figure 4(c)), the average diameter of the CNTs is ∼5.8 nm and the measured graphitic interlayer spacing is
∼0.34 nm, which is consistent with the previous report on the CNTs [37–39]. We also conducted Raman observations on the as-grown sample. A typical Raman spectrum of a graphene-CNTs hybrid is shown in figure 4(e), which displayed all the typical bands (G, G’, D and 2D) of a carbon nanostructure. Besides two characteristic peaks (∼1582 and 2665 cm⁻¹) of sp² carbon materials, a weak peak (∼1618 cm⁻¹) beside the G band is present, which can be assigned to the G’ band of the CNTs [21], which provides good evidence for the coexistence of CNTs and graphene. Figure 4(f) shows the optical transmission spectrum as a function of wavelength for the graphene-CNTs hybrid film. The transmission of the graphene-CNTs holds the value ∼87% at the wavelength of 550 nm, which is smaller than that (97%) of the graphene (figure 2(e)). This reduction of the transmission can be attributed to the fact that the CNTs are grown on the graphene surface, which can be demonstrated from figure 4(b). The measurements of sheet resistance on the graphene-CNT hybrids were also conducted in different areas. The average value of Rₛ is ∼510 Ω□⁻¹, which is lower than that (∼700 Ω□⁻¹) of the graphene. To explain the improvement in Rₛ of the graphene-CNT hybrids, we suggest that CNTs acting as wires can perfectly connect the large graphene pads together.

It should be stressed that after the CVD growth, no Cu element is detected within the detectable resolution limit (figure 4(d)), which demonstrates that the Cu nanoparticles may not be the active catalytic sites for the formation of the graphene-CNT hybrids. This phenomenon can be proved by the fact that Cu nanoparticles have been deposited on zones (1) and (2). We believed that the SiO₂ nanodots on the unpolished SiO₂ substrate play an important role in the graphene-CNTs hybrid formation during such CVD process. The inset of figure 4(a) provides...
an SEM image of the CNTs, which illustrates the CNTs are stemmed from SiO2 nanodots, which can act as active catalytic sites for the growth of CNTs [40, 41].

In order to further investigate the effects of the substrates on the synthesis of the graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids in this case, we set up a series of synthesis experiments on various substrates. SiO2(HF), Si(NaOH) and glass fibers are used as the substrate. The other growth conditions are the same as that presented above. The unpolished SiO2 was treated with HF (wt 5%) for 5 min in the room temperature, conveniently we referred it as SiO2(HF). The 200 μm thick monocrystalline Si was treated in a mixed solution (NaOH wt 3% and isopropyl alcohol wt 5%) in 78 °C, for convenience we referred to it as Si(NaOH).

SEM was used to investigate the morphology of the samples before and after the CVD growth. The surface of the SiO2(HF) substrate before the CVD growth (figure 5(a)) exhibits a relatively smooth structure with some crystal defects. After the CVD growth, the SiO2(HF) substrate still presents a relatively smooth structure covered by graphene except in the regions with crystal defect (figure 5(d)). The eyelash-like CNTs arranged in parallel are detected in the region with crystal defect. This phenomenon indicates that the crystal defects can act as the active catalytic sites for the growth of CNTs. Raman spectra were conducted on the samples, which is taken randomly from the deposited sample. As shown in figure 5(g), the Raman profile includes the feature peaks of graphene. Two characteristic peaks at ~1582 and ~2700 cm⁻¹, respectively, assigned to the G and 2D band of sp² carbon materials are detected and the characteristic peak (~1618 cm⁻¹) of the CNTs is not observed. These Raman results are well consistent with the observation from the SEM image and further suggest that the large-area CNTs cannot be fabricated on the relatively smooth substrate by this two-heating reactor. Even though the eyelash-like CNTs are detected by the SEM in the region with crystal defect on the SiO2(HF) substrate, the amount of these eyelash-like CNTs is too small to be observed by the Raman spectra. Typical SEM image of the Si(NaOH) substrate before the CVD growth is shown in figure 5(b). It can be seen from the image that there is a pyramid-like structure on the surface of the Si(NaOH) substrate. It can be ascribed to the anisotropic etching property of silicon in the NaOH solution. The Si(NaOH) substrate is covered by the carbon amorphous layers with carbon nanodots after the treatment in the CVD furnace (figure 5(e)). Figure 5(h) exhibits the Raman spectrum of the Si(NaOH) substrate after the CVD growth. A disordered D band, located around 1350 cm⁻¹, and an active graphite G band, located around 1600 cm⁻¹, were observed. However, a 2D band (~2700 cm⁻¹) related to a graphene layer structure is hardly observed, which indicates that the Si(NaOH) substrates are covered by many carbon amorphous layers instead of the graphene or CNTs after the CVD treatment. These results suggest that the substrates play a crucial role in the fabrication process of the graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids. The smooth substrate is adaptive for the direct CVD growth of graphene by this two-heating reactor. The SiO2 nanodots and crystal defects can act as the catalyst sites for the growth of CNTs. The substrates with high surface flatness are not adaptive for the formation of graphene-CNT hybrids. What is more, the SiO2 base is better qualified to serve as the substrate for graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids growth than the Si base, which can be attributed to the fact that the presence of oxygen can enhance the adsorption of carbon atoms on the SiO2 base.

Figures 5(c) and (f) show the typical SEM images of the glass fiber before and after the CVD growth. The carbon atoms cover the glass fiber to form the graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids. The carbon atoms are easily deposited and grown on the overlap region of the glass fiber, shown in the inset of figure 5(f). The overlap region and the top of the glass fiber can act as the catalyst sites for the further growth of the graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids. As we all
know, the brightness of the SEM images depends on the conductivity of the substrate materials. As shown in the red circle of figure 5(f), the top of the glass fiber is much brighter than other areas. Carbon nanotubes may be synthesized on some of the glass fiber top and overlap region. Figure 5(i) exhibits the Raman spectrum of the glass fiber substrate after the CVD growth. A disordered D band, located around 1350 cm\(^{-1}\), and an active graphite G band, located around 1600 cm\(^{-1}\), were observed. 2D band (~2700 cm\(^{-1}\)) related to a graphene layer structure is also observed, which indicates the carbon based nanomaterials are sp\(^2\) structure materials. We believed that several layered graphene is grown on the surface and the CNTs are formed on the top and overlap region of the glass fiber. The sheet resistances of the fabricated samples have been measured as 550, 120 and 180 Ω\,□\(^{-1}\) for the SiO\(_2\)(HF), Si\(_x\)(NaOH) and glass fiber substrate.

**Figure 5.** (a), (b) and (c) are, respectively, the SEM images of the SiO\(_2\)(HF), Si\(_x\)(NaOH) and glass fiber substrates before the CVD growth. (d), (e) and (f) are, respectively, the SEM images of the SiO\(_2\)(HF), Si\(_x\)(NaOH) and glass fiber substrates after the CVD growth. (g), (h) and (i) are, respectively, the Raman spectra of the SiO\(_2\)(HF), Si\(_x\)(NaOH) and glass fiber substrates after the CVD growth.
The lower sheet resistance of the Si(NaOH) and glass fiber samples are caused by more layers of the carbon atoms.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated the facile growth of graphene and graphene-CNT hybrids using a two-heating reactor. The morphology and electrical properties of the nanostructures have been analyzed with the effects of the substrate surface. A relatively flat surface is beneficial for the synthesis of graphene. Bigger ‘defects’, such as nanodots, can be used as the catalyst sites for the further growth of the CNTs. These results demonstrate that the method presented here provides a promising and high-efficiency technique to directly synthesize various carbon nanostructures.
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